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Boomers are Feathering Their Nests 
By Jennie Phipps | February 27, 2015 

 

Boomers are housing magnates.Considering only primarily residences, people 65 and older 

account for 22 percent of all U.S. households, but they hold 40 percent of all home equity. 

That's more than $4 trillion in assets held by older boomers and the generation that preceded 

them, calculates Merrill Lynch, which along with Age Wave consulting, studied retirement and 

home ownership for  report released this week. 

 

 

 

Here are some of the other key insights the study uncovered. 

 Boomers have big money tied up in their homes. Eight-one percent of people 65 and 

older are homeowners and 72 percent of them don't have a mortgage. Average home 

equity among those 65 and older is $212,800, with those age 55 to 64 close behind with 

an average of $194,900 in equity. 

 One they are retired, boomers feel free to move. About 64 percent of people who are 

older than 50 and retired have either moved or anticipate that they will move. The biggest 

reason for relocating: Some 29 percent say they moved or will move to be closer to 

family. 
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 Boomers are rightsizing, and that doesn't necessarily mean downsizing. Among those 

50 and older who have already retired and moved, 51 percent chose a smaller home, but 

49 percent chose a home that was the same size or larger. Why? Nearly 70 percent of 

those who went bigger said they were doing it to make room for family and friends to 

visit or to live with them. 

 Whether moving or staying put, boomers are fixing up the nest. In 2014, people 55 

and older spent $90 billion remodeling.The most common renovation wasn't a new 

kitchen or a nicer bath. Instead, 35 percent created a home office. 

Age Wave's Ken Dychtwald, a gerontologist and aging expert, and David Tyrie, head of 

retirement and personal wealth solutions for Bank of America Merrill Lynch, offered these five 

suggestions for anyone contemplating where they will live during their retirement years. 

 Calculate your home-related expenses before you quit work. That includes taxes, 

insurance, utilities, maintenance, costs to remodel and the costs of buying, selling and 

relocating if you plan to move. 

 Look hard at your mortgage debt. Paying it off gives lots of people great peace of 

mind as well as greater financial stability. 

 Make your home fit your lifestyle. Remodeling or buying a larger home to 

accommodate guests or hobbies can make your retirement much more pleasant. 

 Consider the long haul. Many people have good health well into their 80s, but after that, 

you need a plan for long-term care.Doing renovations now to prepare for that eventuality 

can make very good sense. 

 Don't move without testing the new location. Go for an extended visit or, at least rent, 

before you make a big financial commitment. 
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